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An analytic solution is obtained for the problem of alteration of a multiplet in a varying external 
field when the interaction between the atom and field is comparable in magnitude with the multiplet 
splitting and the usual perturbation theory is invalid. The cases of one-photon resonance, two-photon 
resonance, and an external field of nonresonant frequency are considered. The spontaneous emission 
spectrum is discussed for transitions between multiplet levels of atoms in a field. Some features of 
the probabilities for 3- and 4-photon ionization in the presence of intermediate multiplet resonances 
are also discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The change in the atomic spectrum in an external 
electric field, i.e., the Stark effect, plays an important 
role in the interpretation of nonlinear optical phenomena 
in atomic gases. Studies of this phenomenon can also be 
used to obtain valuable information on the atomic 
parameters and the statistical properties of radiation. 

The Stark effect has now been adequately investi
gated both theoretically and experimentally for isolated 
atomic levels in nonresonant-frequency external fields, 
and for a pair of isolated levels in a resonant field.[lj 
These isolated levels can be degenerate, i.e., they can 
be the levels of a hydrogen-like atom,l2 j or the mag
netic sublevels in the field of partially polarized radia
tion. [3,4j 

However, it is frequently necessary to deal with a 
group of closely spaced levels and, in particular, multi
plets which, on the one hand, cannot be regarded as de
generate and, on the other, the Stark interaction be
tween them cannot be taken into account via perturba
tion theory because the interaction matrix element turns 
out to be of the order of the separation between the 
levels of the multiplet of the unperturbed atom in the 
case of strong fields. The solution of the problem of 
the transformation of a multiplet in a strong constant 
field has been reported in the literature. [5,6j In this 
paper we show that similar results can be obtained for 
a varying field. Three classes of problems arise, de
pending on the field frequency: 1) two multiplets in a 
field of frequency w which is roughly equal to the 
separation between the multiplets; 2) two multiplets 
separated by ~2w; two-photon resonance; 3) multiplet 
in nonresonant field (in this case, resonances at fre
quencies 3w, 4w '" are possible). This classification 
is connected with the first non vanishing order of Feyn
man graphs which give the corrections. In the case of 
single-photon resonance, the energy corrections arise 
even for graphs with a single vertex in the external 
field. In the case of two-photon resonance and a non
resonant field, the energy corrections arise in the 
second order. 

The above problems can be solved in closed form 
within the framework of the following approximations: 
1) the external-field frequency w is much greater than 
~, where ~ is the splitting of the multiplet in the ab
sence of the field; 2) the multiplet is localized in the 
atomic spectrum: if D is the distance between the 
multiplet and the level nearest to it, which is not a 
member of the multiplet and is optically connected with 
it, then D»~; 3) if the multiplet does not resonate 
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at wand 2w with other atomic levels, the external 
field does not mix the multiplet with the level nearest 
to it; V « D. If, on the other hand, there is a resonance, 
the field mixes only the resonating multiplets which are 
assumed localized in the atomic spectrum. The first 
condition is satisfied at optical and infrared frequencies 
but at lower frequencies this condition may be violated. 
Therefore, there is no continuous transition from the 
formulas obtained in the present work to the case of 
constant fields. 

We shall confine our attention to linearly polarized 
fields. The case of arbitrary polarization can be ana
lyzed in a similar way but the resulting formulas are 
much more unwieldy and obscure the basic point, i.e., 
the role of level multiplicity. The role of the polariza
tion is considered for isolated levels in [3,4 j. 

2. NONRESONATING FIELD 

The wave function 1fJAM(t) for an atom in a field will 
be sought in the form of an expansion in terms of the 
eigenfunctions of the atom in the absence of the field, 
Le., \.\jM):l) 

¢A",(t) = .LlJ(t)exp(- iEAJt) I AIM) 
, 

+ ~ b,,(t)exp(- iE,;t) IAiM). 
'J 

In this expression j is the total angular momentum of 
the atom, M is its component along the field, and .\ 

(1) 

are the remaining quantum numbers. Terms correspond
ing to the {AJ} multiplet are separated out in Eq. (1)_ 

The coefficients a and b satisfy the following equa
tions: 

ia, = ~ (MMIV(t) IAI'M)exp[i(EA, -EAJ,)tja,,(t) 
J' 

+.~ (MMIV(t) IAiM)exp[i(EAJ -E,Jtjb,,(t), 

'; 

io,; = ~ (AiMI V(t) IMM)exp[i(E,; - EA,)tja,(t) 

+ ~ (AiMIV(t) IA'i'M)exp[i(E,; - E"f)t]b"i' (t), 
).'j' 

(2 ) 

where V(t)" -dzF cos wt is the Hamiltonian for the 
interaction between the atom and the electric field of 
the wave, F is the amplitude of this field, and d is the 
dipOle-moment operator. 

As noted in the introduction, we assume that V« D 
"" min {\ EAJ - E.\j I} and, therefore, we can take into 
account the contribution of the coefficients b to the 
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coefficients a in accordance with perturbation theory. 
We do this by omitting the second term in the second 
equation in (2) and integrating the resulting equation 
with respect to time. Since it will become evident that 
coefficients a are slow functions of time (frequency 
~t.), they can be taken outside the integral sign. 

Substituting the result into the first equation in Eq. 
(2), and retaining only the slowly varying terms in this 
equation, we obtain (see[7]): 

ilL., = E G~~~ exp[i(EAJ - EA;,) t]aJ" 
J' 

AA'U AA'U{+1 AA'M(-l 

GJJ , =GJJ • +G JJ , , 
(3) 

G::"'T(±'=_ F' '\"1 <AlMld,IAjM>(f,jMld,IA'J'M> 
4":::'" E,,-(EAJ±w+ie) '., 

The choice of the retarded Green function for the un
perturbed atom in Eq. (3) is dictated, among other 
things, by the need to ensure that the resulting quasi
stationary states be of the decay type. If the I AJM) 
level also has the decay width YJ, which is not con
nected with the effect of the field F cos wt on the atom, 
the right-hand side of Eq. (3) must be augmented by the 
term -iY JaJ. 

The set of equations in (3) can be reduced to a set of 
equations with constant coefficients by substituting 

aJ(t) = a/(t) exp (iE,,,t) , 

For the column of coefficients a' we have 

ia'=Qa', 

QJJ' =(EAJ - i1J)611 ' + G~;', 

(4) 

(5 ) 

This is a Schrodinger type equation with a time-inde
pendent Hamiltonian in a finite-dimensional space. How
ever, the effecti ve Hamiltonian Q in Eq. (5) is, in 
general, non-self-adjoint even when Y J = 0, and the 
multiplet splitting of the levels in the energy denomina
tors in the parameters G(EAJ ~ EAJ', for J":' J') is 
neglected. In fact, if for the levels of the {AJ} multi
plet we have an open single-photon ionization channel, 
the quantity if: in the denominator of G(+l cannot be 
omitted, and this means that Q is not self-adjoint. 

One of the consequences of this fact is that the eigen
vectors corresponding to different eigenvalues of the 
matrix Q are nonorthogonal. Physically, the nonortho
gonality of the quasistationary states corresponds to the 
possibility of the decay of these states into the same 
channel, and this is precisely what happens when the 
levels of the multiplet are mixed by the external field. 
The theory of nonorthogonal quasistationary states and 
of the scattering by these states has recently been de
veloped (see, for example, [8]). From the mathematical 
standpoint it is very convenient that the matrix Q be
comes symmetric when the multiplet splitting is 
neglected in the denominators of the parameters G. 
Since we have assumed that t. « D in the derivation of 
Eq. (3), this does not lead to a deterioration in the ac
curacy of the results. 

We shall now confine our attention to LS coupling. 
Let Land S be the orbital and s pin angular momenta 
of the {AJ} multiplet, and l the orbital angular mo
mentum of the intermediate states 

where cp and X are the orbital and s pin parts of the 
wave function. We assume that EAJ = EA L, EAj = EAL 
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for all J, j, and standard calculations then yield 

(L' - m')DL _, 

L[(2L-1) (2L+ 1)]'1' 

D, = E <CPALlldllcp,,> <cp"lIdllcpAL> 

• 
x + -[ 1 1] 

E,,-(E.'L+w+ie) E,,-(EAL-w+ie) , 

<CP.",m Id,1 cp"", >= C~:"<CPALlldllcp,,>. 

(6) 

It is clear from this that Q is symmetric. The diagonal 
matrix elements QJJ determine the level positions in 
a weak field when the interaction between neighboring 
levels of the multiplet can be taken into account through 
perturbation theory. The quantity 

(7 ) 

is then the polarizability of the level JM. It is readily 
seen that uLm are the polarizabilities of the m-sub
levels of states with orbital angular momentum L when 
the spin-orbit interaction can be neglected, and deter
mine the spectrum in the strong field (see below). 

Let us introduce the eigenvectors f(k) and matrices 
Q as follows: 

Q!(h) = q,J(h), (8 ) 

where T represents transposition. The orthonormali
zation condition given by Eq. (8) is a consequence of 
the symmetry of Q. If Y J = 0 and the field frequency 
is less than the multiplet ionization potential, the 
matrix Q can be regarded as real and hence Hermitian, 
without loss of generality. In this case, f(k) can be 
taken to be a real vector, and trans position is equivalent 
to Hermitian conjugation. 

Consider the expansion 

a'(t)= Eg,(t)f(k); g,(t)=C,exp(-iqkt), (9) 

where Ck are arbitrary constants. Substituting Eqs. 
(9) and (4) into the first term in Eq. (1), we obtain the 
general solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger 
equation ' 

'\"1 ('l . 
~'.'LS-,,(t)= ..:::...C,<DALsMexp(-zq,t), 

, 
(10 ) 

(It) ~ (.I!.) 
<D ALSM = ..:::... f, IALSIM>. 

J 

For example, for a wave function which at t = 0 has a 
definite total angular momentum J o, the constants Ck 
can be found from the completeness condition for 

f (k) - C = f(K) 
- k J o ' 

It is clear from Eq. (10) that in an arbitrary field 
the spectrum of the multiplet is determined by the 
eigenvalues qk of the matrix Q, and the corresponding 
quasistationary states are the functions cp(k). As al
ready noted, if the ionization potentilf,l is less than the 
radiation frequency, the functions q, \k) are not ortho
gonal or normalized. The normalization of q,(k) can be 
performed, but there is not much point in this because 
the functions are not orthogonal. 
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For the doublet level the eigenvalues of Q can 
readily be found in the general form, as follows: 

1 
g", = 2[EL+'I. + EL-'I. - i(lL+'I. + lL-';,)] 

1 1 [ M' 
--F'«(J.LM+'I. + (J.LM_';,)± - Li' + LiF'--«(J.LM+'I. - (J.LM-,J 

8 . 2 2L+1 

where t:. == EL+1/2 - EL=1/2 - i(YL+1/2 - YL=1/2) 
and the (l! Lm are defined by Eq. (6). 

In the case of a weak field (}LmF2« I t:.1 and we 
have from Eq. (11) 

where 
L+'/,±M L+'/,~M 

(J.L±'I.,M = 2L + 1 (J.LM-'I. + 2L + 1 (J.LM-'I. 

(11) 

is the polarizability of the level JM. For a strong field 
(l! LMF2» I t:.1 and we have 

It is clear from the above formulas that in a weak 
field the quasistationary states are those with a definite 
total angular momentum and a definite component of 
this momentum in the direction of the field. In a strong 
field, on the other hand, the total angular momentum is 
not conserved and the components of the orbital angular 
momentum and of the spin in the direction of the field 
are good quantum numbers. 

3. SINGLE·PHOTON RESONANCE 

Let us now consider the case illustrated in Fig. 1 
when the field frequency w lies in the region of ano
malous dispersion of the atom, which corresponds to 
transitions between the sublevels of the multiplets 
{AJ} and {A' J}. The atomic wave function will be 
sought in the form of an expansion in terms of the func
tion 1 AJM) and 1 A '1M). The expansion coefficients 
aJ and aI satisfy a set of equations similar to Eq. (2) 
which in the resonance approximation assumes the form 

iii, = - il,a, - '/,F.E <AlMld,lA' IM)exp[i(EM + w - EA·,)t]a" 

(12) 

iii, = - il,a, - '/,F.E <A' IMld,IAlM)exp[i(EA" - w'- EA,)t]a 
, 

The coefficients of this set become constants after the 
substitution 

a,(t) = a/(t) exp (iEA,t), a,(t) = a/(t) 
x exp(i(EA" - w)t), 

The column a' = (aJ1 " .an ... )T of the unknowns 
satifies the equation 

iii' = Qa', Q" = Q" = -I/.F<AlMld,IA'IM), 

QJJ = EM - il" Q" = EA" - W - il'· 
(13) 

The matrix Q is symmetric since the matrix elements 
d are real. Proceeding as in the case of a nonresonant 
field, we obtain the following general expression for the 
atomic wave function: 

1/1(t) = .EC.[<DA~l exp(-ig.t) 

+ <D1~~ exp(- i(g. + w)t) I. (14) 

<Dl~ = .E t/,lIAlM), <D~~~=.E ttl 1A'IM). 
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'" I 
=--==,,-:_= j, AJ' 

FIG. I 

It is clear from Eq. (14) that an atom placed in the 
resonance field has a larger number of observable 
spectral lines : if N is the total number of levels in 
both multiplets of the unperturbed atom,2) the total 
number of energy levels of the atom in the field is 2N, 
and in each multiplet level there are N such levels. 
For example, the spontaneous emission spectrum of the 
atom in the region near w should contain for each value 
of 1 M I a total of N(N - 1) spectral lines with t:.M = 0 
which differ in frequency from w. On the other hand, 
the number of linearly independent solutions of the 
time-dependent Schrodinger equation is, as in the ab
sence of the field, equal to N in accordance with the 
number of arbitrary constants Ck in Eq. (14). 

ConSider a simple case: the resonance interaction 
between the singlet level S 1/ 2 (this lower multiplet will 
be denoted by S) and the doublet P 1/2, P 3/ 2 (the upper
multiplet components will be denoted by P and p'), We 
shall substitute 

(Ep,p'-ilp,p') - (Es-ila) ""6"" 6",,1/2 (6,+6,), 

Li 55 6, - 6" e"" '/,6, + '/,,6,. 

The matrix Q then takes the form 
S P P' 

S ( Es- i'Vs FMd/Y3 -Fd/yll \ 

~\ FMdlY~ Ep-ilp-w ~ ), d==:;<'I'sold,I'I'po)' 

P \-FdlY6 0 Ep'-llp'-w l M=±'/ •. 

The eigenvalues of Q can be found from the Cardano 
formula 

r, +r, )'3 
g. = lis - ils + '/,5 - x" x, = r, + r2, x", = --2-±Ti (r,-r2), 

r., = (u ± y';;) 'I" U = :7 (1\,1\, - 2Li') + -} (e ~ ~o) F'd', (15) 

v = U'-'/27['/,02 -1\,1\,+ l/,F'd'], 

The limiting case of two interacting levels is obtained 
from the above formulas if one of the frequency differ
ences, say, 020 is much greater than 01 and Fd. If we 
restrict ourselves to terms ~(01/02)2 and ~(Fd/02)2, 
we obtain 

The eigenvalue q1 corresponds to the time-independent 
coefficient ap' and zero values of ap and as' In other 
words, in this particular limiting case, the field does 
not affect the energy of the P3/ 2 level and does not mix 
this level with other states. For the S 1/ 2 and P 1/ 2 
levels we have the results of the usual two-level ap
proximation, 

Now consider the case of a strong field: f 2 d 2 » 1 t:. 12. 
We are assuming that 01 "" 0 2 "" 0 but we are not as
suming that 01 and O2 are small in comparison with 
Fd. In this limit (and in the general case) there are 
three eigenvalues 

g, = Es - ils + 6, 
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However, the function <1>(1) given by Eq. (14), which cor
responds to ql, can be readily verified to be identically 
equal to zero. The level S and the spin-degenerate 
level P therefore do split into only two sublevels. This 
limiting case corresponds to complete neglect of the 
spin-orbit interaction right from the outset. 

4. TWO·PHOTON RESONANCE 

Let us again consider the case illustrated in Fig. 1, 
but let us now suppose that the distance between the 
multiplets is approximately 2w. If we combine the 
methods described in Sec. 2 and 3, we obtain the equa
tions for the slowly varying coefficients 

., • ~ hAM . 
Wi = - !"fJaJ + LGJJ' explt(EAI -EA",)tla,,' 

J' 

(16 ) 
~ A'A'JI! 

id,=-i,{,a,+ .t .. P'" exp{i(EA"-EA",)tla,, 
I' 

~ A'AM(-) 
+ LGu exp{;(EA"-EA/-2",)tla,, 

In contrast to Eqs. (2) and (16), we now have mixing of 
the coefficients for both multiplets, and in contrast to 
Eqs. (12) and (16) there are terms connected with the 
ordinary quadratic Stark effect. 

Equation (16) reduces to a set with constant coef
ficients through the substitution 

a, (t) = a/ (t) exp{iEAIt}, a, (t) = a,' (t) exp {i (EA" - 2",) t}. 

The resulting matrix of coefficients will be written 
straight away for the case of LS coupling, neglecting 
multiplet splitting in the nonresonance denominators of 
G: 

.', Q' Q (E .). '/ F' \"1 e'M e I'M la = a, .rJ' = I AJ -l,,(J UJJ' - 4 - LJaALJrI LmSJ.I LmSlll 

Il,., ~ (ED, D' - i1D. D') - (Es - i1,,) - 2",. 

The eigenvalues of Q which, in this case, can again be 
found from the Cardano formula, will not be written out 
here because of lack of space. 

The limiting case of the two-level system in a field 
of frequency w which is close to half the level separa
tion is considered in [9 J and is obtained if one of the 
frequency differences, for example, &". is much 
greater than & 1 and aF 2. In this case, 

F' 
q, = Es - i1s + Ii, -- --:raD'M, 

P' II { [ 6 F' ] Z F' } 'I. q,,=E. - i1' --(aD +a.)+-':'± ~--(aD +a.)' __ I~'DIZ • 
, 8 2 2 8 16 

The D' level does not mix with the others and ex
hibits only the quadratic stark shift. For the Sand D 
levels we have the same result as in[9 J, namely, the 
difference from the Single-photon resonance is that the 
simple matrix element F· d is replaced by a composite 
element, and the quadratic Stark shift of the Sand D 
levels is taken into account. 

The case considered in Sec. 2, i.e., that of a doublet 
in a nonresonance field, occurs when & 1 and & 2 are 
much greater than A and f3F2. In this case, the S level 
does not mix with the others, and the behavior of the D 
and D' levels in the field is determined by Eq. (11). 
The strong-field limit F 2d 2» 1 A 12 is obtained if we 
set A '" O. It is readily verified that the eigenvalue 

q, =ED -i1D - 2", -~ (aD-~aDD') 
4 ~SD' 

corresponds to a wave function which is identically 
zero [eigenvector f(l)T '" (0,1, - i3SD/i3SD' )], i.e., as 
in Sec. 3 we have the two-level system in the case of a 
completely degenerate multiplet. 

We shall now consider some applications of the 
(17) above results. 

The quantities aLm are given by Eqs. (6) and (7), and 
in the matrix elements QJI we have used the reso
nance condition EA L + w "" EA 'L'. Since we are assum
ing in this paper that the interaction between the atom 
and the field is of the electric dipole type ~ the spin 
functions of the multiplets {AJ} and {A'It should be 
the same in order that QIJ'" O. We note that the 
generalization of these results to nondipole interaction 
is a trivial exercise. 

The general properties of the solution given by Eq. 
(17) are the same as in the case of the single-photon 
resonance. In particular, the upper and lower multi
plets have N energy levels each, but the resolved spec
tral lines can be observed only during transitions to the 
levels of a third multiplet which enters into a combina
tion with one of the multiplets or with both at once. 

The simplest example of the situation considered 
above occurs in the case of the two-photon resonance of 
the singlet state SI/2 (which will be denoted by S below) 
and the doublet D3/2, DS/2 (denoted by D and D', 
respecti vely). Let us substitute 

~ = \"1 e'M elM <<pA'L'm[d,[<p"m> <<p"m[d,[<pALm> 
IM,JM - ~ LmS).I L'mS).! EAt _ EAL _ 0) I 

""m~ 
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5. TIME DEPENDENCE OF THE PROBABILITY OF 
THREE·PHOTON IONIZATION IN THE PRESENCE OF 
TWO·PHOTON RESONANCE 

Suppose that at time t '" 0 the atom is in the ground 
state which, for the sake of simpliCity, will be regarded 
as a singlet state. For t> 0, the atomic wave function 
will then be 

1jJ(t) = LI/')[<1>~') e-''''+<1>/) e-'(q,+20 )'J, . (18 ) 

in accordance with Sec. 4, where 1 0), 1 A I) are the 
wave functions for the ground state and the intermediate 
resonance of the unperturbed atom (the index M is 
omitted). 

We shall suppose that single-photon ionization is 
possible from the states 1 A'I), and the probability of 
radiati ve deactivation of these levels to lower lying 
states is small. The reduction in time in the norm of 
the function given by Eq. (18) then describes the three
photon ionization of the atom. The probability that at 
time t the atom will not be ionized is of the form 

W (t) = [<1jl (t) [1jl(t) > [' = L f,(')" Ii") <f(')T,f"') exp{i(q; - q.,) tl. (19) 
R,k' 
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It is readily seen that this formula contains terms which 
oscillate in time and the amplitude of the oscillations 
falls exponentially due to the presence of imaginary 
parts in the eigenvalues qk. Such interference phenom
ena are a consequence of the nonorthogonality of quasi
stationary states of the atom in the field: (f(K)T, f(k'» 

'" °kk'· 

Another possible interpretation can be given in terms 
more usual for quantum electronics and nonlinear 
optics. It is well known that if the n-Ievel system is 
placed in an alternating field, the probability of observ
ing the system in one of the states is an oscillating 
function of time.[lO] In this case, the probability of 
finding an atom in any of the states I A'I > is 

(20) 
R,h' 

This quantity contains oscillating factors. Since single
photon ionization is possible from the states I A'I >, the 
consequence of the oscillations in WA'(t) is an oscilla
tion in the ionization probability. However, in contrast 
to Eq. (20), the guantitr given by Eq. (19) contains not 
the factors L)ffk)*4k' but the factors (i(k)T, i(k'» 

I 
which c~ntain additional terms of the form 
'Jjf}k)*f/') (in the present case, the quantity J has a 

unique value). This result indicates the presence of an 
ionization width in the I 0 > level which is mixed 
strongly with the levels I A'I > by the field. As a result, 
the quantity given by Eq. (19) oscillates because the 
probabilities of ionization from the states I 0 > and 
I A' J) are different. 

For numerical estimates we note that the character
istic energy splitting of the atomic levels in the field 
are of the order of 1 cm-l. The corresponding oscilla
tion periods are ~10-10 sec. It is important to note that 
this type of time dependence of the ionization probability 
is also found to occur for the resonance between iso
lated levels. However, for the single-photon resonance, 
the presence of noncoherent processes in a strong elec
tro-magnetic field probably leads to the suppression of 
the effect. [11] 

6. MUL TIPHOTON RESONANCE 

The properties of the three-photon ionization proba
bility discussed in the preceding section appear under 
the conditions of saturation of the two-photon transition. 
If more than two photons are necessary for resonance 
to occur, then for fields well away from saturation the 
population of the resonance levels modified by the field 
can be described in terms of perturbation theory. 3) 

However, existing perturbation theory formulas must 
be used with caution because, in the general case, the 
effecti ve Hamiltonian for the quasistationary states is 
not self-adjoint and the SchrOdinger and Dirac repre
sentations are connected by a nonunitary transforma
tion. 

Let us now formulate the perturbation theory. It is 
assumed that the atom does not resonate at the frequen
cies wand 2w. The quasistationary states developed in 
Sec. 2 are eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian 

Ho+h= L (Ho+h)AM, 

(21 ) 

(Ho + hL", = L IAJM>QJJ·(AJ'MI, 
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where Ho is the Hamiltonian for the atom in the absence 
of the field, and the matrix Q for the AJ shell is de
fined by Eqo (5). The Schrodinger equation for the wave 
function of the atom in the field is 

i iJ~/ilt = [Ho + h + (V(t) - h) l~, (22) 

and its solution will be sought in the form of an expan
sion in terms of the eigenfunctions given by Eq. (10) of 
the operator of Eq. (21): 

Au 

We shall take V(t) = V(t) - h as the perturbation de
termining the coefficients AAk. However, the operator 
h is time-independent, and its application does not lead 
to the appearance of atomic transitions between the 
shells. Therefore, in the lower orders of perturbation 
theory we substitute V(t) = V(t). 

Let us now introduce the eigenfunctions of the opera
tor (Ho + hf; 

cii}:1 = L, f~')' I AIM). 
J 

It is readily seen that Eq. (8) leads to the mutual 
orthogonality of the functions ~lkk and <plk.k: 

(23) 

Using Eqs. (22) and (23), we obtain the following equa
tion for the coefficients AA k: 

(24) 

Solving the integral equation corresponding to Eq. (24) 
by the method of successive apprOximations, we obtain 
the perturbation theory series. 

Consider as an example the four-photon ionization of 
an atom from the Singlet state in the presence of three
photon resonance. In third-order perturbation theory, 
and assuming adiabatic switching-on of the field, we 
obtain the following values for the coefficients AAk for 
the resonance levels: 

Y' 
A~~) (t)= -8 L exp{i(qAk-qo-3w)t} 

ALk,A~/.r~ 

(iP;:i I d, I (j) ;,'~'> (iD l~;~ I d, I fl> l:~> (~~'i, I d, I rD,> 
x (25) 

(qM - qo - :iw) (qA", - qo - 2w) (qA,', - qo - w) 

In the nonresonant denominators of Eq. (25) we can 
neglect multiplet and Stark splitting of the levels. Using 
the orthogonalization condition (8), we obtain 

The quantities given by Eq. (26) can now be used to 
find the probability of four-photon ionization. Neglecting 
the effect of the external field on the wave functions in 
the continuous spectrum, we obtain the following expres
sion for the ionization probability per unit time: 

dW= (~)81 ~ I ut.A.u .... O I' mpdQ. 
2 ~ q,,,-qo-3w (2,,)" 

Uf,A' = (pld,1 <D~';',), 

In this expresston p is the momentum of the ejected 
electron. 
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the probability of four-photon ionization of 
cesium (in relative units) on the departure from the three-photon reso
nance frequency 8 = ES/2-ES- 3w. The solid line shows the ionization 
probability with allowance for the doublet level mixing; the broken line 
shows the result without mixing. 

Figure 2 shows the probability of four-photon ioniza
tion of the cesium atom as a function of the laser beam 
frequency (neodymium laser) with and without the cor
rection for the doublet level mixing. The necessary 
atomic parameters were calculated within the frame
work of the quantum-defect method. l13J It is clear from 
the figure that in a strong field the frequency depend
ence of the ionization probability has one maximum, 
but in a weak field there are two maxima. This differ
ence is due to the fact that in the strong field the spin
orbital coupling is broken and new selection rules are 
introduced, namely, the component of the orbital angu
lar momentum of the electron is conserved. As a result, 
multi photon transitions are associated with the popula
tion of only the level with lz = 0, and the spin-orbital 
coupling cannot mix the splitting of the lz = 0 and Ilz I 
= 1 levels by the field. 

The results of the present paper have also been used 
to calculate the probability of stimulated absorption 
(emission) for transitions between multiplet states. The 
results for the singlet-doublet transition are given in [14J. 
It is noted that saturation is reached in the usual 
fashion llOJ only when the departure from resonance is 
much greater than the multiplet splitting. However, if 
the two are of the same order, the stimulated absorp
tion probability has a maximum at first and reaches its 
asymptotic level from above. 

We are deeply indebted to G. A. Delone, who sug
gested the above calculations of the four-photon ioniza
tion of the cesium atom, and to N. B. Delone, N. L. 
Manakov, and L. P. Rapoport for their interest in this 
research. 
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OWe are using the system of units in which c = h = 1. 
2)This number is defined both by the multiplicity of the levels and by the 

value of the magnetic quantum number IMI. 
3)The exact solution of the problem of muitiphoton resonance can be 

obtained by analogy with Sees. 4 and S. However, it seems useful to 
develop here the time-dependent perturbation theory on the quasista
tionary basis. The time-independent perturbation theory on the basis 
of eigenfunctions of the non-self-adjoint Hamiltonian is discussed in [12]. 
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